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In the process of UAV line inspection, there may be raindrops on the camera lens. Raindrops have a serious impact on the details of
the image, reducing the identification of the target transmission equipment in the image, reducing the accuracy of the target
detection algorithm, and hindering the practicability of UAV line inspection technology in cyber-physical energy systems. In
this paper, the principle of raindrop image formation is studied, and a method of raindrop removal based on generation
countermeasure network is proposed. In this method, the attention recurrent network is used to generate the raindrop attention
map, and the context code decoder is used to generate the raindrop image. The experimental results show that the proposed
method can remove the raindrops in the image and repair the background image of raindrop coverage area and can generate a
higher quality raindrop removal image than the traditional method.

1. Introduction

UAV inspection image is the most important information
carrier in Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). The purpose
of intelligent inspection can be achieved through the target
detection and fault location of the machine inspection image.
Sometimes there are raindrops on the camera in the process
of UAV line patrol, which will cover the information of the
target object in the background image and reduce the image
quality. Raindrops make the transmission line equipment
absorb a wider range of environmental light when imaging,
and the superposition of these refracted light and the
reflected light of the target object causes the image degrada-
tion. In addition, the camera should focus on the transmis-
sion line equipment when the UAV takes photos during the
line patrol, and the presence of raindrops will affect the cam-
era’s focus, making the image background virtual, and the
image detail information loss is serious, so the follow-up
operation of the machine patrol image with raindrops will
be extremely difficult. Therefore, the existence of raindrops
will lead to the uneven quality of the machine patrol image,
which will affect the extraction and utilization of image infor-

mation and reduce the accuracy and reliability of target
detection.

In the field of image processing, single image raindrop
removal is an extremely complex technology. There are not
many existing methods to carry out relevant technical
research for a long time. These methods can be roughly
divided into traditional raindrop removal methods and
CNN-based raindrop removal methods. The traditional rain-
drop removal methods are divided into filtering and the
learned dictionary plus sparse coding methods. Filtering
includes guided filter [1], improved guided filter [2], multi-
guided filter [3], LO smoothing filter [4], and nonlocal means
filter [5]. The image of raindrop removal generated by filter-
ing is fuzzy, and some raindrops cannot be removed. Fu et al.
[6] use the filter to filter the image containing raindrops to
get the high-frequency and the low-frequency image, use
learned dictionary plus sparse coding to remove raindrops
from the high-frequency image, and then combine the
high-frequency image and the low-frequency image to get
the raindrop image. On this basis, Kang et al. [7] introduced
the raindrop HOG feature and used the K-means clustering
method to cluster the high-frequency images to obtain the
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rain dictionary and the rain-free dictionary and then sparse
coding, respectively, to obtain the high-frequency rain-free
image and the high-frequency raindrop-free image and the
low-frequency image fusion to obtain the raindrop-free
image. The image background obtained by this method is
clearer than that obtained by Fu’s method. Lou et al. [8] pro-
posed a discriminative sparse coding method to remove
image raindrops. This coding method has certain discrimina-
tion ability, which can reduce the error rate of raindrop dis-
crimination and improve the effect of raindrop removal. In
2013, David et al. [9] first used convolutional neural network
for image raindrop removal. Firstly, a sample database con-
taining raindrop-free image pairs was constructed, and the
corresponding image was segmented by a sliding window
with step length of 1. Then, the network was trained by the
mean square error between corresponding image blocks,
and finally, the convolutional neural network model capable
of raindrop removal was obtained. After that, Fu [10, 11] and
others fused the convolution neural network and image
decomposition, using the convolution neural network to
extract the raindrop feature in the image, as the raindrop fea-
ture in the high-frequency component to achieve the rain-
drop removal in the high-frequency component, and
eventually improve the quality of the raindrop removal effect
image.

Through the research on the existing methods, we found
that most of the traditional methods of raindrop removal are
based on the model. The traditional model is used to describe
raindrops, rain lines, and background images, respectively,
and with the corresponding algorithm, using step by step
iterative optimization to remove the raindrop. The tradi-
tional method is not ideal for the image processing with
dense raindrops; the background image covered by raindrops
cannot be repaired precisely. The method based on convolu-
tion neural network can fully extract the feature information
of the image, and the effect of using this method to remove
the raindrop is better.

However, with the increase of network depth, the net-
work is prone to overfitting, and the effect of raindrop
removal is difficult to be further improved. In view of the
shortcomings of the above algorithm, this paper analyzes
the principle of raindrop image generation and then dis-
cusses the basic structure of GAN. On this basis, the raindrop
image generation model is integrated into the GAN, and a
raindrop removal method based on the GAN is proposed.
The raindrop image obtained by this method is closer to
the real image.

2. Single Image Raindrop Removal Model

2.1. Image Generation Model with Raindrops. In the process
of image raindrop removal, the raindrop image is usually
modelled as a linear combination of background image and
raindrop layer, and the mathematical expression is shown
as equal

I xð Þ = 1 −M xð Þð Þ ⊙ B xð Þ + R xð Þ: ð1Þ

I represents the raindrop image taken by the UAV during

the line patrol, x is the pixel position in the image, and B is
the background image, that is, the UAV takes clear transmis-
sion line equipment. R is the impact of raindrops on the
image, and M is the binary mask, which is used to represent
the impact of raindrops on the background image.

2.2. Generative Adversarial Networks. In recent years, with
the continuous development of deep learning, scholars put
forward the generative adversarial network (GAN), which
has good performance in dealing with complex data distribu-
tion and is one of the most promising methods in the field of
unsupervised learning. The model contains generating mod-
ule and discriminating module. In the aspect of image resto-
ration, by the game between the two modules, high-quality
images can be output.

The core idea of GAN is game. The generation model is
used to generate a realistic sample, and the discrimination
model is used to judge the authenticity of the generated
image. The discrimination network needs to be able to distin-
guish whether the input image is a real picture or a picture
generated from the generated network. If it is a real picture,
output 1; otherwise, output 0. The network generates new
pictures according to the pattern of the real pictures. By play-
ing games with the discrimination network, the quality of the
generated pictures is as close to the real pictures as possible so
that the discriminator cannot recognize the image from the
generator. In order to achieve this function, the generation
network and the GAN need to be trained alternately and
iteratively.

Learning complex data distribution quickly is the strong
point of GAN. Also, the network does not need complex con-
straint functions, and the whole learning process does not
need human intervention. Another feature of GAN is that it
can update the loss function of the network by itself depend-
ing on the distribution of sample data. In the process of train-
ing the generative adversarial network, the discriminative
network can be used as the loss function of the generative
network, which plays a role of supervision and guidance for
the optimization of the generated network. The process of
judging network parameter updating is also the process of
optimizing the network loss function.

2.3. Raindrop Removal Model Based on Generative
Adversarial Network. Same as the basic structure of GAN,
the raindrop model based on generative adversarial network
mainly includes generative network and discriminative net-
work. Under the guidance of attention map, clear and real
raindrop removal images are generated as far as possible.
The overall architecture of raindrop removal network is
shown in Figure 1. The improved generative network and
discrimination network will be described in detail below.

The whole loss function of raindrop model based on
GAN is shown in

min
G

max
D

ER∼Pclean log D Rð Þð Þ½ � + EI∼Praindrop log 1 −D G Ið Þð Þð Þ½ �� �
,

ð2Þ

where G stands for generating network and D stands for
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discriminating network. I is the image with raindrop, GðIÞ is
the image after raindrop removal, and R is the real sample
without raindrop.

2.3.1. Improved Generative Network. As shown in Figure 1,
the improved generative network consists of two subnet-
works: attention recurrent network and context autoencod-
ing decoding network. LSTM network is included in the
attention recurrent network [12], which generates attention
map by cyclic iteration. Attention map contains the location
and shape information of raindrops in raindrop image,
which guides the context codec to focus on raindrops and
their surrounding areas.

(1) Attention Recurrent Neural Network. The attention recur-
rent network is used to locate the target area in the visual
attention model to improve the accuracy of target recogni-
tion [13–16]. Inspired by this, this paper applies this struc-
ture to the raindrop removal network and uses the visual
attention guidance generative network and distinguish net-
work to find the location of raindrops in the image. As shown
in the generator part of Figure 1, the attention recurrent net-
work consists of four circulation modules, each of which con-
tains a packet residual network [17, 18], an LSTM unit, and a
convolution layer, wherein the residual module is used to
extract the raindrop feature information from the input
image and the attention map generated by the previous
recurrent module, and the LSTM unit [19, 20] and the convo-
lution layer are used to generate a 2D attention map.

Binary mask plays a key role in the generation of atten-
tion map. There are only two numbers 0 and 1 in the mask.
0 means there is no raindrop in this pixel, and 1 means there
is raindrop in this pixel. The mask image and the raindrop
image are input into the first recurrent module of the atten-
tion cycle network for the generation of the initial attention

map. The mask image is obtained by subtracting the clear
image from the image with raindrops and then setting a cer-
tain threshold value to filter. Although the obtained mask
image is relatively rough, it has a great effect on the genera-
tion of fine attention map. The biggest distinction between
attention graph and mask graph is that the mask graph only
contains 0 and 1, and the value of attention graph is [0, 1].
The larger the median value of the attention graph indicates
that the more attention should be paid to the pixel, that is, the
more likely there are raindrops at the pixel. Even in the same
raindrop area, the value of attention map will be different,
which is related to the shape and thickness of raindrops
and also reflects the influence of raindrops on different pixels
of background image.

The attention recurrent network contains a LSTM (Long
Short-TermMemory). The LSTM unit includes an input gate
it , a forgetting gate f t , an output gate ot , and a unit status Ct .
The interaction between state and gate in time dimension is
defined in

it = σ Wxi ∗ Xt +Whi ∗Ht−1 +Wci ⊙ Ct−1 + bið Þ,
f t = σ Wxf ∗ Xt +Whf ∗Ht−1 +Wcf ⊙ Ct−1 + bf

� �
,

Ct = f t ⊙ Ct−1 + it ⊙ tanh Wxc ∗ Xt +Whc ∗Ht−1 + bcð Þ,
Ht = ot ⊙ tanh Ctð Þ,

ð3Þ

where Xt is the image feature generated by the residual net-
work, Ct represents the state feature to be transferred to the
next LSTM unit, Ht is the output feature of LSTM unit, ⊙
is matrix multiplication, and ∗ is convolution operation.

The input of the generated network is an image pair with
the same background scene, one with raindrops and one
without raindrops. The loss function of each recurrent
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Figure 1: Diagram of the improved generative network consists of two subnetworks: attention recurrent network and context autoencoding
decoding network.
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module is defined as the mean square error (MSE) between
the output attention map and the binary maskM. For recur-
rent cycle network, the front-module loss function is given a
smaller weight, and the back-module loss function is given a
larger weight. The loss function is shown in

LATT Af g,Mð Þ = 〠
N

t=1
θN−tLMSE At ,Mð Þ, ð4Þ

where At is the attention graph generated by the cyclic net-
work in time step t. At = ATTtðFt−1,Ht−1, Ct−1Þ, Ft−1 repre-
sents the fusion of the image with raindrops and the output
attention map of the previous recurrent unit. In the whole
recurrent network, the larger N is, the finer attention map
is generated. But the larger N is, the more memory is needed
to store the intermediate parameters. It is found that the net-
work efficiency is the highest when N = 4, θ = 0:8.

(2) Context Automatic Encoder-Decoder. The input of the
context auto codec is the attention map generated by the
raindrop image and the attention recurrent network. The
raindrop removal and background restoration are achieved
under the guidance of the attention map. There are 16
conv-relu modules in the context autoencoder-decoder. The

structure of coding and decoding is symmetrical. Skip con-
nection is added between corresponding modules to prevent
the image from being blurred. There are two loss functions
used in the context autoencoder-decoder, multiscale loss
and perceptual loss. Multiscale loss function extracts image
feature information from different layers of decoder and
makes full use of multilevel image information to optimize
the model to obtain clear image of raindrop removal. The
multiscale loss function is defined as

LM Sf g, Af gð Þ = 〠
M

i=1
λiLMSE Si, ANi

� �
, ð5Þ

where Si represents the image features extracted from the i-th
layer of the encoder, ANi

represents the real image which has

the same scale with Si, and fλigMi=1 is the weight of different
scales. The design of loss function pays more attention to fea-
ture extraction on large-scale image, and the smaller size
image contains less information which has little influence
on model optimization. The output image sizes of the last
layer, the last third layer, and the last fifth layer of the decoder
are 1/4, 1/2, and 1 of the original sizes, respectively, and the
corresponding weights λ are set to 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0.

(a) The image contains raindrops (b) Raindrop removal image

(c) The attention map of raindrops (d) The attention map of raindrops 2

(e) The attention map of raindrops 3 (f) The attention map of raindrops 4

Figure 2: Raindrop removal image and attention map.
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In addition to the pixel-based scale loss, this paper also
increases the perceptual loss [21] to obtain the global differ-
ence between the output of the automatic context encoder-
decoder and the corresponding clear picture. Perceptual loss
measures the difference between the raindrop removed
image and the real image from the global perspective, which
will make the raindrop image closer to the real sample. The
image global information can be extracted by vgg16, and
the network pretraining needs to be completed on the Ima-
geNet data set in advance. The perceptual loss function is
defined as

LP O, Tð Þ = LMSE VGG Oð Þ, VGG Tð Þð Þ: ð6Þ

VGG is a pretrained CNN, which can complete the fea-
ture extraction of a given input image. O is the output image
of the automatic encoder, O =GðIÞ, and T is a real image
sample without raindrops. To sum up, the loss function of

the generated network is defined as

LG = 10−2LGAN Oð Þ + LATT Af g,Mð Þ + LM Sf g, Af gð Þ + LP O, Tð Þ,
ð7Þ

where LGANðOÞ = log ð1 −DðOÞÞ.
2.3.2. Improved Discrimination Network. The function of dis-
criminating network is to distinguish true and false samples.
The discriminator in GAN usually uses global discriminator
[22–24]. Determine the difference between the image output
by the generator and the real sample. Only using global infor-
mation to judge whether the image is true or false is not con-
ducive to the restoration of local image information by
generating network. For image raindrop removal, this
method hopes to restore the details of the image as much as
possible, so as to carry out the subsequent target detection
work. The existing discrimination network cannot be used
directly. Therefore, this paper combines the global discrimi-
nator and the local discriminator to determine the true and
false output samples of the generated network together.

The use of the local discriminator is based on knowing
the location information of raindrops in the image. The
attention map is generated in the attention cycle network of
the image restoration stage, which solves the problem of

(a) The image contains raindrops (b) Raindrop removal image

(c) The attention map of raindrops (d) The attention map of raindrops 2

(e) The attention map of raindrops 3 (f) The attention map of raindrops 4

Figure 3: Raindrop removal image and attention map.

Table 1: PSNR and SSIM of deraindrop image.

Method PSNR SSIM

Yang raindrop removal method 19.1538 0.7128

Fu raindrop removal method 19.8693 0.8176

Raindrop removal based on GAN 31.5710 0.9023
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location of raindrops in the image. Therefore, attention map
can be introduced into the discriminator network to guide
the local discriminator to automatically find the raindrop
area in the image. CNN is used to extract features from the
inner layer of the discriminator. At the same time, it also
extracts features from the raindrop image generated by the
generator. Then, the loss function of the local discriminator
is formed by combining the obtained feature image and
attention image. The existence of attention map will guide
the discrimination network to pay more attention to the rain-
drop area in the image. In the last layer of the discrimination
network, the full connection layer is used to judge the
authenticity of the input image. The overall structure of the
discrimination network is shown in the lower right part of
Figure 1. The whole loss function of the discrimination net-
work can be expressed as

LD O, R, ANð Þ = − log D Rð Þð Þ − log 1 −D Oð Þð Þ + γLmap O, R, ANð Þ,
ð8Þ

where γ is 0.05, the first two terms of the formula are the loss
function of the global discriminator, Lmap represents loss
function of local discriminator, and the loss function of local
discriminator is shown in

Lmap O, R, ANð Þ = LMSE Dmap Oð Þ, AN

� �
+ LMSE Dmap Rð Þ, 0� �

:

ð9Þ

Dmap represents the two-dimensional attention mask
function generated by the discrimination network, and R
represents the sample image extracted from the real and clear
image database. 0 represents the attention map with only 0
value, which represents there is no raindrop in the real image,
so attention map is not required to guide the network to
extract features.

The discriminant network in this paper consists of seven
convolution layers, the core of which is (3, 3), the full connec-
tion layer is 1024, and the single neuron uses the Sigmoid
activation function.

3. Model Training

3.1. Data Set Formation. For the training of raindrop removal
network proposed in this paper, a set of transmission line
equipment image pairs is needed. Each pair of images con-
tains exactly the same background scene, one of which con-
tains raindrops and the other has no raindrops.

Error reporting in order to make the method proposed in
this paper suitable for the image raindrop removal in the
scene of UAV line patrol, this paper simulates the real scene
of transmission line as much as possible when making the
data set. UAV carries two cameras with two identical glasses
when making the data set, one to spray water and the other to
keep clean. Spray water on the glass plate to simulate rain-
drops on the camera in rainy days. The thickness of the glass
plate is 3mm. Set the distance between the glass and the cam-
era to 2 to 5 cm to produce different raindrop images and
minimize the reflection effect of the glass. During the shoot-
ing process, keep the relative position of the camera and the
glass lens unchanged, and ensure that the background images
taken by the two cameras are the same. Also, ensure that the
atmospheric conditions (such as sunlight and cloud) and the
background objects should be static during the image acqui-
sition process. Finally, 2000 pairs of images including trans-
mission line equipment scenes were taken.

3.2. Raindrop Removal Online Training Details. The 2000
pairs of pictures in the data set are allocated according to
8 : 2, among which 1600 pairs are used as model training sets
and 400 pairs are used as model test sets. The super parame-
ters of the model are set, in which the initial learning rate is
set to 0.001, the batch size is set to 16, and the number of iter-
ations is set to 40000. Using Adam optimization algorithm, it
is found that the rate of gradient descent is relatively low in
the process of training. Therefore, it is changed to momen-
tum optimization algorithm, and it is found that the conver-
gence speed of the model is significantly faster. After 40000
times of iterative training, the model is verified by test set,
and it is found that the raindrop model based on the network
of resistance generation has good portability.

4. Experiment Results

4.1. Comparison of Effect Pictures of Raindrop Removal. Ran-
domly select a picture from the image data set containing
raindrops for raindrop removal, and the results are shown
in Figures 2 and 3.

The background image in Figures 2 and 3 is the tower
and insulator string; Figures 2(a)–2(f) and Figures 3(a)–3(f)
are the original image, the raindrop removal image, and the
attention map generated by four recurrent networks, respec-
tively. The original image contains dense raindrops. The
raindrop removal method proposed in this paper can remove
most of the raindrops in the image and repair the back-
ground image of the raindrop covered part. It can be seen
from the attention map that the location and size of

Table 2: Target detection results.

Method
Tower failure

(AP)
Small size fittings

(AP)
Ground conductor failure

(AP)
Insulator failure

(AP)
mAP

Yang raindrop removal method 0.5164 0.4436 0.5019 0.5482 0.5025

Fu raindrop removal method 0.5548 0.4931 0.5326 0.5931 0.5343

Raindrop removal based on
GAN

0.7684 0.5689 0.6143 0.6849 0.6591
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raindrops in the original image can be clearly determined.
From the comparison of Figures 2(a) and 2(b) and
Figures 3(a) and 3(b), it can be seen that the contrast, bright-
ness, and target edge information of the raindrop removal
image and the original image are basically the same.

4.2. Comparison of Raindrop Removal Image Indexes. Ran-
domly select a picture from the data set containing raindrops,
use Yang raindrop removal method [25–27] and the method
proposed in this paper to remove raindrops, and calculate the
PSNR value and SSIM value of the two methods to obtain the
image; the results are shown in Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the PSNR and SSIM of
the image obtained by the method proposed in this paper
are higher than those of Yang and Fu, which indicates that
the similarity between the raindrop image obtained by the
method proposed in this paper and the original clear back-
ground image is higher, which proves that the effect of the
raindrop method based on the generated antinetwork is bet-
ter than that of Yang and Fu.

4.3. Target Detection Result Comparison. Randomly select 50
inspection images of transmission line with raindrops
including tower fault, small size hardware fault, ground wire
fault, and insulator fault from the test set. Yang’s raindrop
removal method and the raindrop removal method proposed
in this paper are, respectively, used for image raindrop
removal. The Faster Rcnn target detection algorithm is used
to detect the device defect target of raindrop image, Yang
raindrop image, and raindrop image of the method proposed
in this paper. Then, calculate the AP value of four kinds of
faults and the mAP value of each group of images, respec-
tively. The results are shown in Table 2.

From the AP value and the mAP value in Table 2, it can
be seen that the target detection accuracy of the image after
raindrop removal is higher than that without image enhance-
ment. At the same time, the proposed method is better than
the previous methods in the aspects of raindrop removal
and image restoration.

5. Conclusion

The discrimination network uses a combination of global
and local discriminators to distinguish the generated rain-
drop images. Using the test set in this paper to test the model,
the experiment shows that the method proposed in this paper
can completely remove the raindrop in the image and repair
the background image, and the raindrop image is closer to
the real image. Using the method in this paper to process
the image raindrop can restore the image details and improve
the accuracy of the target detection algorithm.
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